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TR4
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NEW
Tooling!

NEWTriumph TR4 - Signal Red
                               SCALE       PRICE
76TR4001     1:76   £5.45

Triumph TR4 - Signal Red
Here at Oxford, we are pleased to introduce another

newly tooled iconic British sports car from the 1960s in

the shape of the Triumph TR4.  For its debut, it comes

with its hood down in bright red with black interior, 

finely detailed tan dashboard with black dials and black

tonneau cover.  Registered ESB 581B from 1964, the fine

detailing extends to the wire wheels, with a silver finish

given to windscreen wipers, door handles and bumpers.

The Triumph name and distinctive coloured badge are

faithfully replicated on the front of the bonnet with the

model type also printed in silver across the boot.

The Triumph TR4 was produced by the Triumph Motor

Company between 1961 and 1965, during which time

over 40,000 rolled off the production line, with assembly 

both in the UK and Australia.  Designed by Giovanni

Michelotti, it comprised a 2-door roadster with a 4-speed

full-synchromesh manual gear box, a top speed of 110

mph and a 2138cc engine. Improvements over its

predecessor, the TR3A, included wind-down windows 

and an angular rear which gave considerably more boot

capacity.  An optional electrically operated overdrive

could be selected for second and third gears as well as

fourth, which effectively provided the TR4 with a seven-

speed manual close ratio gearbox. When it was launched

in 1961, the TR4 cost £1095 and did 22.5 miles to the

gallon.  The TR4 was extremely popular in America and

also did very well on the race track, so there is much

scope for many more exciting liveries to come on this

superb new 1:76 scale model.  
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Konecranes Reach Stacker -
Stobart (Red)
The fifth release on this highly

detailed piece of lifting equipment is

decorated in bright red and black with

grey cab, black interior and white Stobart

graphics.  The grab section of the vehicle is

printed in a black and yellow chevron scheme.

A realistic working feature includes a driver’s cab

that slides backwards and forwards and the arm extends

to hold a 1:76 scale container - choose from the many in

Oxford’s range to complete the image!

Our Oxford miniature is based on the real life version

produced by the Finnish Konecranes company which

specializes in the manufacture of cranes and other lifting

equipment.  The Reach Stacker is most often found in

dockyards where its heavy capacity is ideal for handling

containers from ships.

Bedford OX Flatbed Trailer - LNER
Continuing our railway theme that

has been a favourite on the

Bedford OX flatbed trailer

to date, it is the turn 

of the LNER to join the

line-up of the famous

railway companies using

this versatile period

vehicle.  Registered GXF

770, the cab and flatbed

sides are painted in dark blue

on a black chassis.  The trailer planking 

is given a tan ‘wooden’ finish.  The LNER 

graphics appear in white above the cab windscreen 

and along the trailer edge. Other official signage is also

printed along the sides and front edges of the trailer.  

Add your own finishing touches with railway related

loads, as long as you restrict them to the 6 ton limit and

distribute your load evenly!

NEWKonecranes Reach 
Stacker -Stobart (Red)
                               SCALE       PRICE
76KRS005    1:76  £25.45

NEWBedford OX Flatbed
Trailer - LNER
                               SCALE       PRICE
76BD022      1:76  £12.95
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NEWShelvoke & Drewry 
Freightlifter - BR (Yellow)
                               SCALE       PRICE
76SDF003     1:76  £12.95

1:76 SCALE
Sherpa Minibus - British Rail
Recently introduced into Oxford’s 1:76 scale range, you first 

saw the Sherpa as a Royal Mail van.  For its second outing,

the Sherpa comes as a Minibus as used by British Rail,

registered GBT 945W from 1980-81.  Decorated in

British Rail’s signature yellow colour scheme, the double

arrow logo is printed in red on the sides with black

British Rail graphics alongside. 

The Leyland Sherpa was manufactured

between 1974 and 1982.  It came in

various weights and engine sizes and our

Oxford version is based on the SHERPA

200, which is printed on the rear of the

model.  The Sherpa proved to be very

versatile in its day and its bodyshape lent itself

not only to van variants but also to crew buses and

minibuses.  Echoing the real thing, our Oxford tooling is

equally versatile as you will see with this second release.  

Shelvoke & Drewry Freightlifter Dualdrive - 
British Rail (Yellow)
Here is another great British Rail livery to follow the

previous two BR themed releases on the Shelvoke & Drewry

Freightlifter.  After the chocolate and cream BR Western and

the crimson British Rail versions, we are now delighted to

included the bright yellow BR colour scheme with

contrasting trim and interior. Additional colour sees the huge

wheels painted red and the model is rounded off with the

familiar British Rail arrows logo in red on the side of the cab.  

The Freightliner was first produced in 1952 for the

London Brick Company buts its usefulness and great

capability was quickly recognised by other users of

forklifts, particularly the railways, where they were

regularly seen busily operating in railway depots 

and stations.  Our little 1:76 scale replica, 

registered VXR 332, will surely find a place as

an accessory on your 00 gauge railway layout

of the particular BR era. 

NEWSherpa Minibus - BR
                               SCALE       PRICE
76SHP002     1:76   £6.45

Commer PB Van - British Rail
                         SCALE     PRICE
76PB002   1:76  £5.75

Land Rover Defender - 
British Rail
                         SCALE     PRICE
76DEF007 1:76  £5.45

Ford Transit Mk3 - British Rail
                         SCALE     PRICE
76FT3003 1:76  £5.45
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1:76 SCALE
Ford Transit Mk3 - RAC
The third generation of the Ford Transit was the latest

upgrade of a highly popular utility vehicle which Ford

manufactured/assembled between 1986 and 2003.  

It was a completely new shape and came in various

styles and formats lending itself to a wide range of

customer requirements.  Our version is based

on the long wheelbase model and is

registered J305 SDA from 1991/92. 

Hot on the heels of the AA liveried

Transit Mk3 which we released recently,

we are pleased to now add to the series

that other great British roadside

assistance institution, the RAC.  Painted

in the contemporary white body colour, 

the RAC signature blue and red graphics 

see them promoting themselves as ‘The New

Knights of the Road’.  An interesting addition is the red

Welsh Dragon (Ddraig Goch) on the doors - an

indication perhaps of their operational area.  Note too,

the addition of an orange light bar with RAC insignia

situated towards the rear of the roof, rounding off

another addition to the fleet of roadside rescue models

across the ages. 

Ford Transit Connect - Network Rail (Jarvis)
Adding a very modern feel to our fleet of railway related 1:76

scale models, the Ford Transit Connect appears here as a

service vehicle for Network Rail (Jarvis), in dark red and

white with their red and blue corporate graphics featuring

prominently.  Our model is registered YK03 SWF from

2003 and features black exterior and interior trim.

Shaped by Ford kinetic design, the Transit Connect

boasts improved aerodynamics for greater fuel

efficiency and high-tech lights for greater visibility.

Component parts were also designed for easy

service and replacement.  Its large cargo capacity

lends itself to the demands from all quarters, so we can

imagine how useful that feature would be to Network Rail

personnel with all their equipment.

Tricycle Van - S. Smith Windscreens
We hark back to the 1930s for this very early light commercial

van which was still seen on the roads into the 1950s. 

Our unusual little Tricycle Van is seen this time in the very busy

livery of S Smith Windscreens, where the services offered by

Messrs Smith are printed in white on the dark blue body.

Remaining interior and exterior trim is finished in black.  

Clearly they are very keen on the attributes of Triplex glass

offering a speedy replacement service!

The van is registered VMX 467 and

worked out of Seven Sisters Road,

Tottenham in North London.

NEWFord Transit Connect -
Network Rail (Jarvis)
                            SCALE     PRICE
76FTC009   1:76  £5.45

NEWTricycle Van - S. Smith
Windscreens
                            SCALE     PRICE
76TV009    1:76  £5.45

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWFord Transit Mk3 - RAC
                               SCALE       PRICE
76FT3006     1:76   £5.45
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Land Rover FT6 Carmichael - Civil Defence
The Land Rover FT6 conversion with forward control

configuration was first introduced by

Carmichaels in 1961 when its purpose

was to provide a light four-wheel drive

fire appliance with extended cab to

accommodate five fire-fighters.  

Despite the modifications to fit it for

the emergency services, the vehicle 

has retained the distinctive Land 

Rover radiator and headlights.

Our latest release is as used by

the Irish Civil Defence in

response to the possibility of 

a post WWII nuclear threat

following the development of

the atomic bomb.  The country’s

national civil defence organisation had

been founded originally in 1950, with

headquarters in Roscrea, County Tipperary.  

Our Land Rover FT6, registered 9656 IP, comes in an

attractive vivid yellow colour scheme with bright red Civil

Defence graphics to the sides and above the windscreen.

Note the Civil Defence Ireland (Cosaint Shibhialta na h

Eireann) logo on the sides doors printed in yellow, green

and black and featuring the Irish harp.  

The sixth in the series, this latest release adds a superb

colour contrast to the existing models in the range,

guaranteed to enliven any emergency enthusiast’s line-up,

as well as being the subject of an interesting background.

Land Rover Defender 90 Station Wagon - 
RAF Flight Safety
Collectors of military vehicles, emergency or just

Land Rover models will all see the appeal of the

latest Land Rover Defender 90 Station Wagon, 

as deployed by the RAF, where its compact shape

certainly belies its important role.  The station

wagon is decorated in deep yellow with internal

and external black trim, deep yellow wheels and

printed with Royal Air Force lettering, including

the red, white and blue roundel in both rear side

windows.  Registered AV09

ZWS, further yellow lettering

detailing Flight Safety runs the

length of the black front bumper. 

NEWLand Rover Defender 90 Station
Wagon - RAF Flight Safety
                                           SCALE     PRICE
76LRDF005           1:76  £5.75

NEWLand Rover FT6 - 
Civil Defence
                            SCALE     PRICE
76LRC006   1:76  £9.95

Standard Vanguard - 
RAF Nicosia
                       SCALE     PRICE
76SV005  1:76  £5.25

David Brown Tractor - 
RAF Middle East
                         SCALE     PRICE
76DBT005  1:76  £5.25

1:76
SCALEMILITARY
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NEWCitroen DS19 - 
Regal Red/White
                            SCALE     PRICE
76CDS004   1:76  £5.45

1:76 SCALE
Hillman Imp - Tangerine Metallic
The Hillman Imp was launched in 1963 and featured an unusual

rear 875cc engine with aluminium engine block and cylinder

head, rear-wheel drive and a unique opening rear hatch.

Only the second release off the new tool, we see it

here in a tangerine metallic colour scheme registered

MPO 487J from 1970/71.  The interior is black while

the exterior features a wealth of  silver trim.  Another

authentic detail to the wheel hubs sees them with silver

and white finish.  The IMP badge is printed in red and silver

and the Hillman name is reproduced in silver across the front

of the bonnet.  Note as well the IMP Super logo in black

behind the rear wheel arches. Sounds like a very racy motor!

Jaguar XJS - Black
The Jaguar XJ-S which became known as the

XJS in the 1990s, was classed as a luxury grand

tourer which Jaguar made between 1975 and

1996, during which time over 115,000 were

produced. Our latest release on this 2-door

coupé is painted in gleaming black with

sumptuous cream seating and black interior.

Registered G909 ONU from 1989/90, it

represents the height of luxury from that era.

A must-have for all Jaguar fans!

Citroen DS19 - Regal Red/White
Citroen manufactured the iconic DS19

between 1955 and 1975 and our 1:76 scale

replica of the four-door saloon makes its

latest appearance in one of the

signature DS19 colour schemes of dark

red with white roof  and a contrasting

grey interior.  The exterior silver trim

looks good against the dark red with the

characteristic Citroen badge on the back,

above the registration plate.  The Citroen name

is printed diagonally across the bonnet of the

car, which is registered JKM 399.  The DS19 is

still sought after today as a collector’s piece - it

certainly does have that je ne sais quoi factor!

NEWJaguar XJS - Black
                           SCALE      PRICE
76XJS005  1:76  £5.45

NEWMGBGT - Grampian Grey
                                  SCALE      PRICE
76MGBGT002  1:76  £5.45

NEWHillman Imp - 
Tangerine Metallic
                            SCALE     PRICE
76HI002     1:76  £5.45

MGBGT - Grampian Grey
To complement our first release of the MGB

GT which came in bright red, here we see it in

a classy dark grey with silver trim and a black

interior.  Registered RKM 145G from 1968-69,

the finely executed wheels and bumpers are

also finished in silver.  The distinctive MG

badge sits above the chrome radiator with the

MGB GT logo across the boot, rounding off a

great looking replica of one of the nation’s

favourite sporting motors.  
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1:43 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

                      SCALE      PRICE
HT003     1:43  £23.95

Healey Tickford - Pale Blue

                      SCALE      PRICE
DSP002   1:43  £23.95

Daimler SP250 - Royal Red

                                   SCALE      PRICE
JAGV12002      1:43 £23.95

Jaguar V12 E Type Coupe -
Primrose Yellow

                      SCALE      PRICE
BCF003   1:43  £22.95

Bentley Continental -
Olympic White 
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1:72
SCALEAVIATION

                             SCALE       PRICE
AC070        1:72  £14.95

Vought Corsair III - 
718 Sqn. FAA Ballyhalbert,
Northern Ireland, 1945

NEW

DH 88 Comet G-ACSS 
Grosvenor House
                              SCALE        PRICE
72COM002   1:72  £32.95

DH Sea Devon 781 Squadron
RNAS Admirals Barge
                            SCALE        PRICE
72DV002     1:72   £34.95

Vought Corsair III - 718 Squadron FAA Ballyhalbert,
Northern Ireland, 1945
The Vought F4U Corsair was a single seater American

fighter aircraft manufactured by Chance Vought that saw

service primarily in World War II.  Introduced in 1942, 

it was still flying until 1953 and during its long period of

manufacture, over 12,500 Corsairs were built. 

The aircraft was designed as a carrier-based machine but

it had serious shortcomings when landing on US aircraft

carriers.  The British Royal Navy leased a number of the

aircraft for use on their own carriers, designated Vought

Corsair I, II and III and the Navy solved several problems

including making the wings shorter to fit the limited

hangar deck height and the shorter take off and landing

decks.  Other modifications to improve performance and

pilot visibility included a bulged canopy, raising the pilot’s

seat and wiring shut the cowl flaps across the top of the

engine compartment, diverting the oil and hydraulic fluid

around the sides of the fuselage.  The Americans

subsequently adopted many of the British modifications. 

Our 1:72 scale replica of the Corsair III is as deployed to

718 Naval Air Squadron, a squadron of the Royal Navy

Fleet Air Arm based at Ballyhalbert, Northern Ireland in

1945.  Decorated in dark grey-blue/ mid grey-blue and

off-white, the model also features the RAF roundels on

both the upper and under wings.  The aircraft numbering

0 - BH2 is painted yellow on both sides of the fuselage

behind the cockpit.   

In real life, the Vought Corsair was rated the most

formidable American fighter of WWII particularly against

the Japanese aircraft whose pilots nick-named it

‘Whispering Death’ because of its unique engine sound.  
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N SCALE
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NEWScania Irizar PB - White
                             SCALE        PRICE
NIRZ005     1:148   £9.45

Scania Irizar PB - White
The bus enthusiasts amongst you will have snapped up

this very modern coach which has already featured in

Oxford’s 1:76 scale series.  However, here it is again

produced in the exact same detail, especially for those of 

you with less space and a preference for 1:148 scale

models. It is completely undecorated, even down to the

registration plate and features a dark grey interior, blue

seating and black dashboard/steering wheel.  Externally

the side and rear windows and the roof hatch windows

all feature a grey tint.  This model is a perfect base for

personalizing your modern N gauge coach fleet!

AEC RF - London
Transport (Central) 
                      SCALE      PRICE
NRF002  1:148  £6.45

RT Bus - Bradford 
                      SCALE      PRICE
NRT003  1:148  £6.45

Routemaster - Kelvin Scottish 
                       SCALE      PRICE
NRM012 1:148  £6.45

Guy Arab - Birmingham
                      SCALE      PRICE
NUT004  1:148  £7.45
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                                       SCALE       PRICE
24027HWRED     1:24  £13.95

NEWBuick Skylark 
Soft Top - Red

                                       SCALE       PRICE
24027CWRED     1:24  £13.95

NEWBuick Skylark 
Convertible - Red

                                            SCALE       PRICE
22489CWRED        1:24  £13.95

NEWJeep Wrangler Rubicon
Convertible - Red

                                            SCALE       PRICE
22489HWRED        1:24  £13.95

NEWJeep Wrangler Rubicon
Soft Top - Red

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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                                 SCALE       PRICE
18052WRED   1:18  £34.95

NEWAudi R8 V10 - Red

                                       SCALE       PRICE
24024WBLUE     1:24  £13.95

NEW1968 Oldsmobile
442 - Blue

                                       SCALE       PRICE
18053WBLUE     1:18  £34.95

NEWVolkswagen T1 -
Blue & Cream

                                       SCALE       PRICE
18054WRED       1:18  £34.95

NEWVolkswagen T1 Bus -
Red & Cream
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OR76MW4008  
1:76 - £9.95

4 Plank 
Mineral Wagon

Greenhill Colliery
No 334

NEW MODEL!

OR76MW7023  
1:76 - £9.95

7 Plank 
Mineral Wagon

Pearson & Knowles

NEW MODEL!

OR76MW4007  

1:76 - £9.95
4 Plank Mineral
Wagon LNER

155629 (ex NBR)

NEW MODEL!

OR76MW7021  
1:76 - £9.95

7 Plank 
Mineral Wagon

Kobo No15

NEW MODEL!

The Oxford Rail products are competitively 
priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing. 
We have other products in development.

OR76CAT002B  
1:76 - £10.95

LNER 
Cattle Wagon

E156266

NEW MODEL!
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